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Introduction
Site 34GT47 was initially identified during a routine cultural resource survey conducted on
June 9th 2010 for Project# SSP-122C(117)SS; JP-24176(04) a bridge replacement over
Polecat Creek on SH-11 in Grant County (O’Shea 2011). The site was first located by the
presence of cultural materials eroding out of the southern face of a cut bank of a north/south
trending terrace which sits west of Polecat Creek and east of an ephemeral drainage/tributary
of Polecat Creek just north of SH-11 (Figure 1). The south facing terrace bank within the
existing SH-11 right-of-way (R/W) was created by mechanical removal of a portion of the
terrace at some point in the past. The portion of the site which occurs in the existing ODOT
right-of-way is limited and on the terrace includes only 1.5m at its widest but extends an
east/west length of about 40m with the eastern portion of the site sloping towards Polecat
Creek and the western portion of the site sloping towards the tributary of Polecat Creek. The
initial investigation determined that the integrity of the western portion of the site within the
R/W suffered from deflation and erosion (O'Shea 2011). However, the eastern most portion
of the site within the SH-11 R/W contained a dark, artifact bearing soil which exhibited some
depth. This initial investigation provided in the initial report is reviewed below.

Figure 1. Site 34GT47 exposed in eroded cut bank. View looking northwest.
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Environmental Setting
Physiographic Setting
The site occurs at 1090 feet above mean sea level (amsl) in the northern portion of the
Central Red-Bed Plains Oklahoma (Curtis, Ham and Johnson 2008). The Central Red-Bed
Plains extends north to south across central Oklahoma (ibid). The northern portion of this
region is characterized by gently rolling to relatively level landforms incised by major and
minor streams. The Great Salt Plains, about 50 kilometers (km) west of the site, are a
significant physiographic feature in the region covering some 25 square miles (Johnson and
Luza 2008). The northern portion of the Central Red-Bed Plains in Oklahoma is formed on
Permian aged sandstones and shale with Quaternary aged deposits along major stream
channels including portions of the Western Sand Dune Belts (Johnson 2008).
Approximately 60 km east of site begin the Northern Limestone Cuesta Plains formed on
Permian aged limestone and shale (Curtis, Ham and Johnson 2008). Approximately 150 km
to the west begins the High Plains (ibid).

Figure 2. Location of site 34GT47
Hydrology
Site 34GT47 is situated on a terrace adjacent to Polecat Creek at its confluence with a smaller
tributary stream. Polecat Creek is just east of the site while the small tributary stream is just
to the west, with the site occurring about 180 meters north of the junction of the two streams.
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The headwaters of Polecat creek derive from a divide about 16 km north of the site.
Drainages to the north from the divide drain into Bluff Creek which is about 23 km north of
34GT47.
Polecat Creek flows southerly to confluence with Pond Creek about 13.25 km south of the
site. Elevation at the confluence of the two streams is about 1010 amsl. Pond Creek drains
into the Salt Fork of the Arkansas River about 16.15 km southeast of 34GT47 at an elevation
of about 1000 amsl. The Salt Fork of the Arkansas River is the principle stream in the area
and it flows into the Arkansas River about 57 km southeast of the site. The Lower Salt Fork
of the Arkansas River watershed is comprised of about 6,249 square km (Luza 2008)
encompassing Grant County in Oklahoma as well as much of Alfalfa County and portions of
Kay, Garfield, Woods and Nobles Counties. The drainage basin includes portions of Harper
and Barber Counties in Kansas as well (ibid). The Great Salt Plains, located in Alfalfa
County about 52 km west of 34GT47 is a major feature of the Salt Fork of the Arkansas
River. This feature contains about 44 square km of salt flats through which the Salt Fork of
the Arkansas River flows.
Vegetation
The site occurs within the Tallgrass Prairie (Hoagland 2008). The area covers much of north
central Oklahoma and consists of grasslands are dominated by associations of bluestem grass
(Andropogen sp), grama grasses (Bouteloua sp), Indian grass (Sorghastrum sp) and
switchgrass (Panicm sp.). Other common plants include Liatris (Liatris punctata),
sunflowers (Helianthus sp), aster (Aster sp) and sage (Salvia sp).
Floodplain forest also occurs along the major streams in the area. The forest is composed of
elm (Ulmus sp), hackberry (Celtis sp), cottonwood (Populus deltoides) and willow (Salix sp).
Although its distribution has been facilitated by modern disturbances, eastern red cedar
(Juniperis virginnianus) is common in some areas.
Modern farming, cultivation and ranching practices have disturbed much of the native
vegetation. In addition to direct planting of non native crops and grasses, the disturbances
have allowed invasive plants to establish.
Soils
The predominant soil association in the region is Renfrow-Kirkland-Grainola-Bethany
(Carter and Gregory 2008). This association covering much of Grant, Kay, Garfield and
Noble Counties is clayey soils comprised of Mollisols and Alfisols (ibid). The mapped soil
on the site are of the Renfrow series (USDA 1985), comprised of fine, mixed, thermos
Udertic Paleustolls formed on material weathered from Permian shale. The Renfrow series
consist of silt loams over silty clay loam and clay (ibid).
Fauna
The Tallgrass prairie is known historically to have supported a diverse variety of fauna (Blair
and Hubbell 1938:448-450). Large mammals such as bison (Bison bison), whitetail deer
(Odocoileus virginianus), antelope (Antilocarpa americana), black bear (Ursus americanus)
and elk (Cervus canadensis) are historically known from the region. Medium size animals
such as bobcat (Lynx rufus), coyote (Canis latrans), wolf (Canis lupus) and beaver (Castor
3

canadensis) were also common. In addition species of smaller animals such as rabbit
(Sylvilagus ap), squirrel (Sciurus sp), raccoon (Procyon lotor), turkey (Meleagris gallapavo)
and turtle (Terrapene sp) are common.

Cultural Background
The prehistory of this particular region of what is now north central Oklahoma is relatively
unknown. Most of the following discussion is based on information drawn from other
nearby areas where prehistoric cultures are better understood.
Pre-Clovis
Prehistoric occupations in North America are known to extend back to the Late Pleistocene
between 11,000 and 12,000 years ago. During this time distinctive fluted bifaces known as
Clovis points are the hallmarks of a wide spread cultural complex. Occupations prior to this
time are a matter of debate among archaeologists. The recent acceptance of radiometric
dates from the Monte Verde site in southern Chile confirming occupation of the site around
14, 800 years ago (Dillehay et al. 1997) certainly raises the question of pre-Clovis
occupations in North America.
About 134 km west of site 34GT47, work at the Burnham site (34WO73) has resulted in
intriguing finds concerning Pleistocene occupations on the Southern Plains (Wyckoff et al.
2003). The recovery of lithic artifacts in association with an extinct form of large horned
bison within a deposit radiometric dated to 35,000-36,000 ago (Wyckoff et al. 2003:249-260)
has provided tantalizing evidence of potential early human occupations in the area.
Evidence from the Cooperton site (34KI26) in Southwest Oklahoma suggests human activity
in association with a mammoth dated to about 16,000 BP (Anderson 1975) and could also be
evidence of Pre-Clovis cultural manifestations on the Plains.
Paleo-Indian
Evidence of people occupying the Southern Plains beginning about 12,500 year ago is
apparent from several sites in the region. It is thought that highly mobile groups were
engaged in hunting and gathering throughout much of the plains till about 9000 years ago.
The Clovis, Folsom complexes are two of the earlier of these groups identified by
archaeologists. Based on the findings at sites such as Domebo, Waugh, Jake Bluff and
Cooper, the hunting of large mammals, including late Pleistocene fauna, is one documented
facet of their adaptation (Leonhardy 1966; Hofman and Carter 1991; Bement 1999, 2010).
This time frame witnessed the onset on the Holocene and the accompanied changes in
environmental changes and faunal extinctions. Several Paleo-Indian cultural manifestations
such as Clovis and Folsom are known to occur. A radiometric dated archaeological site in
Oklahoma is the Domebo site (34CD50) in Caddo County about 110 km south of the site
locations. Here, Clovis bifaces and flake tools were recovered in association with mammoth
remains. The site is radiometric dated to at least 11,000 BP (Leonhardy 1966). The Jake
Bluff site (34HP60), a more recently bison kill site excavated site near the Beaver River
about 170 km west of 34GT47 has provided evidence of Clovis hunters procuring bison
around 12,800 BP (Bement and Carter 2010).
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Folsom occupations in western Oklahoma are manifest at two bison kill sites in Harper
county. The Waugh and Cooper sites attest to Folsom hunters trapping bison in gullies and
dispatching them with darts or spears tipped with the distinctive fluted Folsom points
(Bement 1997; Hill and Hofman 1997). The Cooper site (34HP45), located near the Clovis
aged Jake Bluff site, produced evidence of multiple kill episodes as well as a bison skull with
a painted design (Bement 1999). The site produced radiometric dates of around 10,200 BP.
The Waugh (34HP42) site has also been radiometric dated to around 10,200 years BP
(Hofman and Carter 1991). Hofman’s (1993) study of the distribution of documented
Folsom points in Oklahoma documents only one point in north central Oklahoma and that
being found in Kay County, east of 34GT47. Most occurrences are in western Oklahoma.
Late Paleo-Indian manifestations in Oklahoma are poorly understood. Several lanceolate
styles of Paleo-Indian bifaces, such as Plainview, are common throughout the region, but
sites producing in situ assemblages are rare. Many lanceolate bifaces are found in canyon
settings (Hofman 1993) and sites producing similar bifaces are known on the Dempsey
Divide in Roger Mills County (Thurmond 1990).
The Perry Ranch (34JK81) site in
southwest Oklahoma has produced Late Paleo-Indian style lanceolate bifaces similar to those
from the Plainview site in association with at least two bison (Saunders and Penman 1979;
Hofman and Todd 1997). It appears that bison and the hunting of large mammals remained
an important aspect of adaptation throughout the Paleo-Indian period. While in the early
stages of investigations, several sites in the Beaver River drainage in the Oklahoma
panhandle manifest Late Paleo-Indian occupations including campsites and kill sites (Bement
et. al. 2007). Further work on such sites will broaden our view of the Late Paleo-Indian
period.
Archaic
Archaic adaptations in western Oklahoma span a vast time frame from about 9000 to around
2000 years ago and very little is known from most of the period. It appears that a general
decrease in moisture occurred over the southern Plains till about 4000 BP when conditions
similar to present began to dominate. The early portion of this time period likely witnesses
the continuation of hunting and gathering adaptations. The mixture of traits observed on
many of the lanceolate bifaces as well as a wide variety from western and central Oklahoma
may well indicate a continuation of Late Paleo-Indian technologies into early Archaic times
(Wyckoff and Taylor 1971). Early Archaic occupations are evident at the Gore Pit site
(34CM131) in southwest Oklahoma (Hammatt 1976). Here, several burned rock features as
well as a burial dated to 7100 BP were found deeply buried in a terrace. Although not
directly associated with any features several corner-notched bifaces were also found. Other
material from the site suggest a wide variety of resources including mussels, small mammals
and plants were utilized by the site’s occupants. East of 34GT47, Early Archaic occupations
are manifest at the Packard site (34MY66). Here lanceolate and side-notched bifaces were
recovered around a hearth dated to around 9500 BP (Wyckoff 1985)
Middle Archaic cultures in the region are poorly known. Recent study and compilation of
Calf Creek materials from several sites in Oklahoma indicate a Middle Archaic Cultural
Horizon occurring from the Ozark Plateau in Oklahoma Arkansas and Missouri and across
the prairie plains (entailing Oklahoma Kansas and Texas) occurred around 6000 to 5000 BP
(Wyckoff 1995). Preliminary studies indicate a well developed lithic technology including
5

the production of large, thin, basally-notched bifaces is one trait of the horizon. These
bifaces include Calf Creek, Andice and Bell type points. Subsistence information is scanty
but it appears that bison hunting was a key part of adaptive strategy during this time (Bement
et al 2005; Spivey et al 1994) Site 34GT6 located on a tributary to Polecat Creek just a few
kilometers south of 34GT47 contains a Calf Creek component with is thought to include
several scrapers (Brooks 1995). Calf Creek occupations are also documented along the
Arkansas River in Kay County 65-70 km east of 34GT47 (George 1995; Splawn and
Wyckoff 1995). The Kubik site (34KA354) in Kay County contains a buried Calf Creek
component and has produced a date of around 4,800-5,200 BP (Neal and Drass 1998)
Late Archaic sites are known in the region, however, few have provided radiometric dates.
The Summers site (34GR12) in Southwest Oklahoma produced a date of about 2770 BP
(Leonhardy 1966). Several stone tools were recovered from the site including corner-notched
bifaces, knives, scrapers, pulping planes, Clear Fork gouges and grinding stones. Bison
remains were also present at the site. The Certain site (34BK46) in western Oklahoma
contains multiple bison bone beds possibly representing several kill episodes dating to
around 1400 BP (Buehler 1997). At this site, Bison were driven into deep gullies where they
were dispatched. Processing areas were discovered adjacent to the bone beds as well.
Corner-notched projectile points recovered from the bone beds compare well with those
recovered from similar sites in the Texas Panhandle (ibid). Bison seem to have remained an
important resource through the Late Archaic. Late Archaic occupations in Grant County are
documented at 34GT8, a large site on Polecat Creek a few km south of 34GT47 (Drass
2001:102).
Woodland
Like the Archaic period, evidence pertaining to plains Woodland adaptations on the mixed
grass prairie is scanty. However, radiometric dates and associated assemblages available
from sites in north central and northeast have provided some information regarding woodland
adaptations in the tall grass prairie and cross timbers (Vehik 1984). Materials recovered
from these sites indicate that the production and use of pottery as well as the bow and arrow
began during this time. Hunting of deer and small game played an important role in
subsistence as well the gathering and processing of plants. Growing of corn and other
cultigens began during this time. Most woodland assemblages date from 2000 to 1000 years
ago.
Woodland sites on the plains of Oklahoma are few and very little substantial information is
available. The Swift Horse site (34RM501), situated in a canyon setting in extreme western
Oklahoma provides one of the few dated woodland assemblages from the western prairie
plains. The site is radiometric dated to around A.D. 250 to 450 and corner-notched dart
points, an arrow point, cordmarked pottery and unifacial stone tools were recovered (Briscoe
1987). Faunal remains recovered from the site include bison, antelope and deer as well as
smaller animals including rabbit, turtle and bird. It has been postulated the site may relate
to the Lake Creek Focus in the Texas Panhandle (Hofman and Brooks 1989). Thurmond et
al (1998) report a Woodland site in Roger Mills County near the headwaters of Brokenleg
Creek. The site has produced corner-notched arrow points as well flake tools. The site
setting suggests the camp as situated adjacent to a spring (ibid). Another site, 34BL103
situated near the head of a canyon and spring, about 115 km south of 34GT47, contains a
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Woodland component dated to 1460 BP (Bartlett 1999). The component produced corner
notched arrow points. Another northern Oklahoma Plains Woodland occupation occurs at
34HP70 165 km west of 34GT47. Radiocarbon dating indicates an occupation between A.D.
670-870 (McKay et al 2004). The site produced corner-notched arrow points, and small
assemblage of smoothed over cordmarked ceramics and evidence of horticulture including
growing corn (ibid) Nearer 34GT47, the Von Elm site (34KA10), located 65 km east of
34GT47, was the subject of excavations in Kaw Reservoir (Hartley 1974). Based on
radiocarbon dates and the artifact assemblage, the site is attributable to Plains Woodland
occupations around 1750-1360 BP. Scallorn arrow points as well as contracting and
expanding stem dart points were recovered along with cordmarked and smoothed surface
pottery. The site contained refuse-filled, basin-shaped pit features and contained grinding
stones evidencing plant processing. The site also produced seven flakes of obsidian.
Late Prehistoric
Beginning about 1200 to 1100 years ago, there begins the emergence of Plains Village
societies. Sites often contain evidence of multiple houses, storage pits and burials.
Horticulture practices including growing corn, beans and other domesticates such as squash
begin to assume a major role in subsistence. In central Oklahoma two major phases, the
Paoli and Washita River phases have been identified (Drass 1997). In western Oklahoma,
The Custer and Turkey phases are roughly contemporaneous with the Paoli and Washita
River phases (Drass 1997).
Custer Phase Custer phase sites are concentrated in an area southwest of Grant County
within the Washita River drainage basin.
The Custer phase was initially defined as the
Custer foci by Bell and Baerreis (1951); Brighton (1951) after analysis of several sites along
the Washita River in Custer County. The term was revised to the Custer phase by Hofman
(1978, 1984) and defined as an early plains village manifestation centered along the Washita
River in western and central Oklahoma dating from AD 800 to 1150. The artifact and
subsistence evidence suggest an in situ development of Custer phase from local woodland
adaptations (Hofman 1984). The Custer phase is further proposed as the precursor to the
later Turkey Creek phase. It is during this time that villages appear with house, storage pits
and other features. Agriculture becomes an important means of subsistence along with
hunting of deer and bison.
Custer phase sites include small villages and special activity camps. Hearths and various pits
are common however, only one house (at the Mouse site 34CU25) has been excavated (Buck
1959). This rectangular house contained a central hearth however no interior post were
identified. Artifact assemblages include fossiliferous shale, grit and caliche tempered
cordmarked, smoothed over cordmarked, and a minority amount of smooth surface pottery,
arrow points mostly triangular corner-notched and side-notched, however some unnotched
occur. Small end and pointed scrapers, manos, metates and abraders. In addition, bison tibia
digging stick tips, deer antler flakers, deer bone shaft wrenches, bone beads and mussel shell
discs are often found on Custer phase sites. Subsistence included hunting of deer, bison and
small game, gathering of wild plants including cheno-ams, sunflower, walnut and various
grasses (Drass and Moore 1987) and horticulture entailing corn and probably beans and
squash.
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Radiocarbon dated sites representing Custer phase occupations are few and include the
Lindville (34RN492), Mouse (34CU25) and Edwards II (34BK44) sites (Drass and Moore
1987). Three dates from the Edwards II site suggest occupation between AD 900 and 1000
(Eighmy 1970; Drass and Moore 1987), a single date from the Mouse site indicates
occupation centering around AD 1025 (Drass and Moore 1987), and four dates from the
Lindville II site are interpreted to indicate occupation between AD 1200 and 1265.
Turkey Creek Phase Later radiocarbon dated plains village sites in the vicinity include
Goodman I (34CU1) with two dates suggesting occupation around ad 1300, Mclemore
(34WA5) with dates indicating occupation around 1350 and a single date from Mclemore II
(34WA44) suggesting a 1350 occupation. Heerwald (34CU27) situated along Turkey Creek
has several dates placing occupation centered around AD 1350-1450.
Pit features are
common at these later sites, as well as houses. More abundant evidence of houses has been
noted on these sites when compared to that of Custer phase sites. Houses are square to
rectangular with two to four interior support post, interior pits and central hearths. Chipped
stone assemblages witness an increase in side-notched and unnotched arrow points the latter
being most common.
Smooth or plain surface pottery becomes more common than
cordmarked however, cordmarked sherds may compose up to 38 % of the sherd assemblage
on later sites (Drass 1997). Bone tool manufacture increases and is evidenced mostly in a
rise in the number of tools associated with agriculture. Bison scapula hoes which are rarely
found on Custer Phase sites increase dramatically on later Plains Village sites. Faunal
evidence recovered from Late Plain Village sites indicate an increase in bison hunting over
that of deer.
The closest defined Late Prehistoric occupation is the Bluff Creek Complex located along
Bluff Creek in southern Kansas about 25-35 km north of 34GT47 (Brosowske and Bevitt
2006; Meier 2007). Occupations are represented by small villages with house features. The
material assemblage includes cordmarked pottery, side-notched and triangular arrow points,
endscrapers and beveled knives. Florence A chert is the dominant lithic material found on
the sites and is often heat treated (Brosowske and Bevitt 2006). The complex is generally
dated between AD 1100-1300, however Brosowske and Bevitt (2006:196) add that there has
been limited dating of features from Bluff Creek sites.
Protohistoric
The protohistoric era in the region is poorly understood.
The Wheeler and Edwards
complexes have been described based on assemblages recovered from sites in western
(Edwards) and central (Wheeler) Oklahoma. (Hofman 1989:95-98; 1984). Differences in
the material assemblages include: a predominance of Alibates silicified dolomite on
Edwards complex sites and Florence A chert on Wheeler complex sites, higher percentages
of both Southwest and Southeastern ceramics on Edwards sites and more materials of
European origin on Wheeler sites (Hofman 1984:357). Wheeler complex sites including
Little Deer (34CU10), Scott (34CN2) and Wilson Springs (34CD5) also produce large
endscrapers made of Florence A chert. Sites of both complexes contain sandy paste pottery,
abundant bison remains and midden features. Circular ditches, probably the remains of
fortifications occur on the major Edwards complex sites such as Duncan (34WA2) and
Edwards I (34BK2) and have not been identified on Wheeler sites. Some of the differences
in materials and features, particularly regarding European goods may reflect that Wheeler is
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slightly later than Edwards. In fact, it is proposed that both complexes be subsumed under
the Wheeler phase with sites of the Edwards and Wheeler complexes reflecting spatial and
temporal differences of the same culture. (Drass and Baugh 1997; Baugh 1986).
The Bryson-Paddock (34KA5) and Deer Creek (34KA3) sites along the Arkansas River in
Kay county about 70 km east of 34GT47 are thought to have been important trading centers
dating circa AD 1700 (Bell 1984; Hartley and Miller 1977). Trade goods recovered from the
site suggest early French contact (Bell 1984). Bison remains are abundant at these sites.
These two sites along with others in the Red River drainage in southern Oklahoma appear to
represent Wichita occupations (Bell 1984).
Historic
The earliest historical accounts of the area near 34GT47 comes from George C. Sibley’s visit
to the region in 1811 with Osage scouts (Sibley 1927). Sibley visited the Great Salt Plains
and the Salt Fork of the Arkansas River. He also described encounters with bison herds in
the vicinity of the Salt Plains. In 1843 Nathan Boone traversed the region and also visited
the Great Salt Plains. He describes bison in abundance as well as deer in the area (Boone
1929).
He also mentions the presence of several small streams of pure water running
through the adjacent sand hills and onto the Salt Plain. Boone also describes several
encounters with Osages.
The region was part of the Cherokee Outlet established in the 1830’s during the removal of
many eastern Tribes to Indian Territory. While no substantial Cherokee settlement was
established, the area was utilized for hunting and grazing leases for cattle. In the 1870’s and
early 1880’s the eastern portion of Cherokee Outlet began to be divided up for other Tribal
Reservations including the Osage, Kansa, Pawnee and Nez Perces. By 1892 the Cherokee
Nation agreed to sell the Outlet which led to the opening of the Outlet for settlement by land
run in 1893. Soon small towns began to be established, including the town of Medford
located 9.5 km west of 34GT47. Agriculture and ranching became the main economic force
in the area with no substantial industrial development occurring.

Site Investigations
To define the depth and content of the site’s cultural deposits, subsurface testing was initiated
using regimented screened shovel probes applied within the study area (existing R/W) and
across the terrace to a depth of 50 centimeters below ground surface (cmbgs) (O'Shea 2011).
In addition, portions of the existing south facing cut on the terrace were cleaned and
examined. A total of eight shovel tests were excavated across the top of the terrace. Shovel
Tests 1 and 2 were negative for cultural materials, Shovel Tests 3-8 were positive for cultural
materials. Based on the conclusions of these shovel tests, a .5-x-1-m unit(Test Unit A) was
excavated on the eastern and highest point of the terrace where a thick, darker soil containing
cultural materials was observed. Test Unit A was excavated to a depth of 65 cm. Shovel
tests and the test unit were excavated in 10 cm levels and all excavated soil and sediment was
screened with ¼ inch mesh screens.
The shovel probes indicated the deepest deposits of cultural material occurred within the dark
brown/black mottled soil observed on the eastern portion of the site. The dark soil extends
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for a length of approximately 15 m along the exposed south facing cut. Cultural deposition
on the terrace was thinner on the flanks than at the highest point of the terrace located near
the eastern edge of the terrace (Figure 1). Shovel tests excavated at the flanks of the terrace
only produced cultural material to a depth of 10 to 20 cmbgs and the soil exhibits disturbance
through bioturbation and deflation.
Based on the conclusions of these shovel tests, Test Unit A was excavated on the highest
point of the terrace where a darker soil containing cultural materials was observed and
appeared to be the thickest. In addition, a portion of the south facing cut on the terrace was
cleaned and examined. Excavation of Test Unit A indicated a dark organically enriched,
artifact bearing soil extended to at least a depth of 65 cmbgs. The Shovel probes and Test
Unit A produced mostly flakes, bone fragments and mussel shell fragments, but fire-cracked
rock, burned sandstone, charcoal, two pottery sherds, and one base of a corner-notched arrow
point were also recovered. A mostly complete corner-notched arrow point was also found on
the eroded surface of the site. Excavation of Test Unit A to a depth of 65 cm, shovel probes
and observations made from the south face of the terrace, indicated the presence of a possible
prehistoric feature at this location. Therefore, further subsurface testing was recommended
with the goal to determine if an intact feature was present, and if present, whether the cultural
deposits located on 34GT47, and in the existing SH-11 R/W, represented archeological
deposits that may be eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criteria D.
Phase II NRHP Evaluation Testing
In May of 2011 the site was re-visited for further excavation periodically throughout the
month. Nine additional units, including five 1-x-1-m (Test Units F, D, B, C and K), three .5x-1-m (Test Units E, H & L), and Test Unit G, an odd sized unit due to the eroded shape of
the slope were excavated contiguous with Test Unit A. The Test Units were designed to
determine the depth and integrity of the cultural deposits indicated by the dark soil and to
determine the presence, nature of, and potential of any prehistoric features that may be
present by exposing such feature in plan. The Test Units were designated by letter as
excavated and therefore are not sequential within the grid (Figure3). Further expansion of
the testing grid was hampered by the existing R/W to the north and the exposed cut bank to
the south.
Test Unit D excavated to a maximum depth of 165 cmbgs, produced evidence of an intact
prehistoric feature (Figure 3). Test Units F and B excavated just east and west, respectively,
of Test Unit D revealed a dark, organically enriched soil containing cultural materials to least
a depth of 80 cm where excavation was ceased. The remaining units (Test Units C, E, F, G,
H, K and L) were excavated to a depth of 30 cm from the surface where the cultural deposit
diminished significantly.
Over most of the investigated area, the cultural deposit was
observed in the top 30 cm of soil while the unit containing the deepest portion of the feature
extended to a maximum depth of 165 cm. Excavation of Test Units B and F ceased before
the depth of the artifact rich, dark stained soil could be determined, but certainly appear to
contain cultural material associated with the feature found in Test Unit D. Based on the soil
profiles and depth of deposits observed in the west and east walls of Test Unit D, the artifact
rich, dark stained soil in Test Units B and F continues to a depth between 100 and 120 cmbgs
before expiring at bedrock.
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Figure 3. Plan view of 1-x-1 m and 1–x-.5 m test units at 34GT47.
Test Unit D excavated to a maximum depth of 165 cmbgs, produced evidence of at least one
intact prehistoric feature (Figure 3). Test Units F and B excavated just east and west,
respectively, of Test Unit D revealed a dark, organically enriched soil containing cultural
materials to least a depth of 80 cm where excavation was ceased. The remaining units (Test
Units C, E, F, G, H, K and L) were excavated to a depth of 30 cm from the surface where the
cultural deposit diminished significantly. Over most of the investigated area, the cultural
deposit was observed in the top 30 cm of soil while the unit containing the deepest portion of
the feature extended to a maximum depth of 165 cm. Excavation of Units B and F ceased
before the depth of the artifact rich, dark stained soil could be determined, but certainly
appear to contain cultural material associated with the feature found in Test Unit D. Based
on the soil profiles and depth of deposits observed in the west and east walls of Test Unit D,
the artifact rich, dark stained soil in Test Units B and F continues to a depth between 100 and
120 cmbgs before expiring at bedrock. Based on this evidence it is certainly possible that the
pit found in Test Unit D is part of a larger feature extending west and east into Test Units B
and F, and possibly into unexcavated areas to the north.
While the excavation revealed the presence of an intact prehistoric feature, the nature of the
feature is difficult to interpret within the parameters of the testing, which was confined to
existing R/W. Test Unit D revealed a roughly cylindrical pit which became evident at 80
centimeters below the ground surface (cmbgs). The pit was excavated into deteriorating
sandstone bedrock beginning at 117 cmbgs. Overlying this feature is the dark, artifact rich
soil deposit described earlier. This deposit extends to a depth of approximately 117 cmbgs
and extends into Test Units B and F, west and east of Test Unit D, as well as Test Unit A
excavated north of Test Unit B in September of 2010. Whether this cultural deposit
represents an additional extension of the pit feature found in Test Unit D, a larger feature
above the pit feature, or possibly, multiple pit like features above the pit feature could not be
discerned. However, the deposit appears to be, for the most part, intact and clearly
associated with the pit feature revealed in Test Unit D.
Test Units C, E, H, K & L, for the most part, contained cultural deposits down to 30 cmbgs.
The cultural material diminished toward the base of level 3, and in Test Unit E, excavated to
40 cmbgs, little was recovered in Level 4. Observations on the south edge of the terrace cut,
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further indicated the cultural material does not extend deeper in these locations. However,
Test Units C, L and H exhibited small circular stains at the base of Level 3. One stain in Test
Unit C was excavated and only continued another 5 cmbgs (Figure 3 & 6). While the nature
of these stains is unknown, the potential that they are prehistoric post molds cannot be
discounted.
Test Units and Feature Descriptions
The north edge of the testing grid consisted of the existing ODOT R/W line. From this line
the portion of the site is widest (approximately 148 cm) in the area subjected to testing. East
and west of this area the terrace edge within the existing R/W narrows in width and becomes
increasingly eroded. Therefore, the area tested was investigated with .5-x-1-m units along
the R/W line with 1-x-1 m units south of these units to catch the remainder of the site within
the R/W.
Test Units L, E, A, J, I and H were gridded as .5-x-1-m units and Test Units K, C, B, D, F
and G were mapped as 1-x-1-m units (Figure 3, Figure 4). Some 1-x-1-m units varied in size
due to the uneven south facing cut on the terrace. Of the units laid out within the grid, Test
Units I and J were not excavated. Soil profiles in Test Units C, E, G, K, L and the east and
north walls of Test Unit H indicated the cultural deposit occurs in a 30 cm thick, dark
mottled brown soil, (Munsell 7.5YR3/2), over a culturally sterile reddish brown (Munsell
5YR4/4) silty loam. Test Units, B, D and F contained a dark, organically enriched, artifact
bearing soil extending from 65 -80cmbgs in Test Units B & F, and in Test Unit D to 165
cmbgs to the base of a feature.
Test Units C, E, H, K & L, for the most part, contained cultural deposits down to 30 cmbgs.
The cultural material diminished toward the base of level 3, and in Test Unit E, excavated to
40 cmbgs, little was recovered in Level 4. Observations on the cleaned south edge of the
terrace cut further indicated the cultural material did not extend deeper in these locations.
Test Units C, L and H exhibited small circular stains at the base of Level 3. One of the stains
in Test Unit C was excavated and only continued another 6 cmblgs. While the nature of
these stains is unknown, the potential that they are post molds cannot be discounted.
Feature Description
A well-defined cylindrical pit feature was found in Test Unit D and the adjacent units (Test
Units B and F) contained the dark organically enriched artifact bearing soil to a greater depth
than the remainder of the sampled area. These units and the feature are described below.
Test Unit D A roughly cylindrical pit feature was found in Test Unit D. The upper reaches
of this feature were encountered at about 40-50 cmblgs in the northwest and southwest
corners of the Test Unit. The feature became evident at 80 cmblgs within the darker
organically enriched soil that extended into the adjacent Test Units B and F immediately east
and west of Test Unit D. The portion of the feature which extends below 80 cmbgs, was dug
into the natural bedrock and is cylindrical in shape. The feature spans a maximum width of
70 cm and decreases in circumference as the depth increases (Figure 3). The cylindrical
feature is entirely contained within Test Unit D (Figure 4) however, there appears to be an
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adjacent similar feature in the northeast corner of Test Unit D and extending eats into Test
Unit F.
This test unit was the most productive and contained prehistoric cultural material to the base
of the feature. The majority of Test Unit D was comprised of the dark brown/black mottled
soil with portions of the unit extending to a depth of 165 cm below surface to the base of the
feature.
The unit was excavated in 10 cm levels to 50 cmblgs. Here, bedrock became
evident in the northwest and southwest corners of the unit. From here the fill was excavated
as feature fill with Fill Unit 1 containing fill from roughly 50 to 70 cmblgs, Fill Unit 2
derives from 70-80 cmblgs, Fill Unit 3 from fill containing and surrounding a cluster of
deposited sandstone and Fill Unit 4 derives from beneath the cluster of sandstone. The
nature of the fill suggests the feature was filled with trash. The fill included flakes and some
pottery sherds but was also abundant with daub/burned clay, faunal and mussel shell
fragments. This unit produced the most pottery sherds (N=17). Most of the sherds recovered
from TU-D are cord-marked with crushed sand and rock temper.

Figure 4. Cylindrical pit in Test Unit D. Trowel indicates north.
Test Units
Test Units B and F Test Units B and F were excavated adjacent to Test Unit D. Test UnitB was placed west of Test Unit D in order to further evaluate the nature and depth of mottled
black and brown soil deposit as well as the width of its’ westward extension. Test Unit F
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was placed east of Test Unit D in order to evaluate the nature, depth and eastward extension
of the mottled black and brown soil deposit.
Test Unit B was excavated as a 1-x-1-m unit south of Test Unit A and west of Test Unit D in
order to further evaluate the depth of mottled black and brown soil deposit. The western
portion of the unit was excavated in 10 cm levels to a depth of 60 cmbgs where bedrock was
present. The eastern portion of the unit, adjacent to Test Unit D and the pit feature, was
excavated to 50 cmblgs. No evidence indicating the pit feature in Test Unit D extends into
Test unit B was observed, however, the depth of cultural bearing soil continued in depth in
this eastern portion of the unit. Excavation of this unit was ceased once it became evident
the testing regimen had had produced ample information to determine the cultural deposit is
NRHP eligible.
Test Unit F was placed east of Test Unit-D in order to determine the extent of the dark
black/brown mottled soil observed in Test Unit-D and the depth at which the cultural deposit
extended in comparison to other Test Units. The dark artifact bearing soil was excavated
within the unit to a depth of 50 cmblgs. However, the deposit as observed in the east wall
profile of Test Unit D found to extend at least to 100 cmblgs to bedrock and as deep as 130
cmblgs as observed in the northeast corner of Test Unit D. Excavation of Test Unit F was
ceased once it was determined the testing regimen had had produced enough information to
determine the cultural deposit is NRHP eligible. Both Test Units B and F were comprised
of the organically enriched artifact-bearing dark/brown mottled soils, however, with deposits
of silty red loam interspersed throughout. The interspersed deposits of silty red loam were
screened separately for this unit in order to determine if cultural materials were more
abundant in the dark brown/black fill than the red silty loam fill. Both of the fill types
produced cultural remains but the dark brown/black fill produced substantially more than the
red silty loam fill. It is possible the red silty loam was part of the soil originally excavated
during construction of the pit features on the site.
The cylindrical pit feature in Test Unit D is clearly confined to that unit. No evidence was
found indicating the pit feature extends into the adjacent units. However, a similar
cylindrical feature may be indicated in the northeast portion of Test Unit D at the same depth
as the defined cylindrical feature. This possible additional feature breaches the sandstone
wall in the northeast portion of the feature and appears to extend to the east into Test Unit F
at the same levels as the cylindrical feature in Test Unit D (Figure 5). In addition, the
adjacent units (Test Units B and F) contain the same organically enriched cultural deposit
overlying the cylindrical features and at deeper depths (at least 100 cmbgs) than the units to
the east and west of test Units B and F where the cultural deposits ends at 30-40 cmbgs.
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Figure 5. View of Test Unit D and adjacent Units B, on right and F on left.
The depth of the deposits in Test Units B and F combined with the proximity to the
cylindrical pit features suggests an association. The association could be in the way of
smaller, overlapping and undetectable features overlying the cylindrical bedrock feature, or
one or more larger features overlying the feature. As described below, small circular stains
observed in some test units to the east and west of these units could represent post molds
indicative of an associated structural feature. The fill was removed from the circular stain in
Test Unit C and was found not to extend more than 10 cm below the floor of the Test Unit at
30 cmbgs (Figure 6). A small krotovina adjacent to the stain suggest they both may be the
result of rodent activity. While the depth of cultural bearing soil continues in portions of
Test Units B and F, excavation of these units was ceased once it was thought the testing
regimen had produced enough information to determine the cultural deposit is NRHP
eligible.
Test Unit A Test Unit A was a .5-x-1-m unit excavated during initial testing of the site
conducted in September 2010 and described in the initial report (O'Shea 2011). The Test
Unit was excavated to a depth of 50 cmbgs where the darker cultural deposit appeared to end
in a compact red clayey-loam and the number of recovered artifacts dropped. Based on
initial counts, excavation of Test Unit A produced a total of 301 artifacts including; charcoal,
flakes, mussel shell, modified flakes, the base of a Scallorn projectile point, daub, sandstone,
fire-cracked rock and two pottery sherds with rock and sand temper.
Test Units C, E, H, K and L Test Units C, E, K and L were placed west of Test Unit B in
order to determine the depth and nature of the cultural deposits west of the pit feature. Test
Units C and K were 1-x-1-m units and Test Units L and E were .5-x-1-m units. These units
were excavated to a depth of 30 to 40 cmbgs at which the cultural materials ceased and a
compact red loam soil was present. At the base of Level 3, in the south central portion of
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Test Unit C and the northwest quarter of Test Unit L, clear circular anomalies approximately
20 cm in diameter containing the deposit of dark/brown mottled soil were present. It is
possible that the anomalies are an indicator of post holes typically present where structures
once existed.

Figure 6. Floor of Test Unit C with fill removed from circular stain.
Test Unit G Test Unit G was a 1-x-1-m unit placed adjacent to the east wall of Test Unit F.
However, the southern quarter and far southeast quarter of the unit extend out onto the
eroded south facing cut slope of the terrace. This unit was excavated to a depth of 20 cmbgs
with the majority of the cultural materials ceasing at 15 cmbgs. The base of this unit was
comprised mostly of compact red loam except in the far south western corner of the unit
where the brown/black mottled soil was still present. This unit contains the southeastern
most extent of the intact cultural deposit evident as the dark organically enriched soil. The
cultural materials associated with this unit are similar to the units mentioned above with the
densest concentration of artifacts occurring in the top 10 cm. A small circular stain/anomaly
approximately 20 cm in diameter was observed in the floor of Level 2 in the far northeastern
portion of the Test Unit but this portion of the unit ends at the cut along the southern face of
this terrace. Due to the degradation of this portion of the unit it was difficult to determine the
exact nature of this dark/brown mottled stain.
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Test Unit H Test Unit H was placed north of Test Unit G as a .5-x-1-m unit and was
excavated to a depth of 25 cmbgs. The cultural materials began to decline in abundance at 20
cmbgs where the compact red loam was present.
Test Units I and J Both Test Units I and J were gridded as .5-x-1-m units adjacent to the
north walls of Test Units F and D respectively. However, these units were not excavated.
While cultural bearing soils occur in these units to a depth of at least 45cmbls as observed in
the soil profiles of adjacent units, excavation of these units was not initiated once it was
thought the testing regimen had produced enough information to determine the cultural
deposit is NRHP eligible.

Artifact Descriptions
Stone tools.
A total of 47 stone tools were indentified among the items recovered during the investigation.
The assemblage includes seven projectile points or point fragments, 16 biface fragments, four
unifacial tools and 19 utilized or modified flake tools. Of the total of seven projectile points,
five (Figure 7) are typical of Scallorn arrow points (Bell 1960:84; Suhm and Jelks 1962:285).
The remaining two are dart points (Figure 8), with one typical of Gary types (Bell 1958:28;
Suhm and Jelks 1962:197) and the other not typical of a defined type. The 16 biface
fragments are indeterminate as far as defined types. They include fragments of finished tools
as well as bifaces likely broken during manufacture.
Some exhibit evidence of post
breakage use. The four unifaces include three endscrapers. The 19 utilized/modified flake
tools exhibit identifiable use wear along one or more edges. While this analysis did not
attempt to indentify the uses related to these particular tools, the indications noted as
evidence for use wear by the analysis include edge rounding and polish as well as micro
flaking.
Diagnostics
Scallorn Arrow Points (N=5) The fragments of five stone arrow points were recovered. All
exhibit attributes of Scallorn type points (Bell 1960:84; Suhm and Jelks 1962:197). They are
described below and organized by provenience. Four are made of Florence A chert, two of
which are heat treated and one is made of unidentified chert.
Surface: (Figure 7a) One arrow point was recovered from the surface. The point exhibits a
transverse break on the blade which resulted in loss of the tip. A corner of the base is
missing as well. The point is manufacture of non heat treated Florence A chert. The artifact
is 21 mm in length and weighs 1.3 gm. The broken blade is 11 mm in length and varies from
13.8-11 mm in width and 3.5-3 mm in thickness. The 10 mm long stem is 9.5 mm in
maximum width and is 3 mm thick. The base is concave and 8 mm in width.
Test Unit A, Level 1 (Figure 7d ). This Scallorn point is represented by a base which
exhibits a transverse snap facture resulting in loss of the entire blade. The base is
manufactured of heat treated Florence A chert. The base is 6.1 mm in length, 3.1 mm in
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maximum thickness and weighs 0.2 gm. The width at the break is 5.9 mm and 12 mm across
the base. The base is straight.
Test Unit B, Level 2 (Figure 7c) This Scallorn point exhibits a hinge fracture on the blade
which resulted in loss of the tip. The artifact is manufactured of Wreford chert, is 19.6 mm
long and weighs 0.8 gm. The broken blade is 15.1 mm in length, 3.2 mm in thickness and
varies from 10.8 to 7.1 mm in width. The 4.5 mm long stem in 5mm in width, 2.5 mm in
thickness and has a concave base 9.9 mm wide.
Test Unit F, Level 6 (Figure 7e) This Scallorn point is represented by a base which exhibits a
transverse hinge facture resulting in loss of the entire blade. The base is manufactured of heat
treated Florence A chert. The base is 6 mm in length, 2.5 mm in maximum thickness and
weighs 0.3 gms. The width at the break is 6.5 mm and 11 mm across the base. The base is
slightly concave.
Test Unit L, Level 2 (Figure 7b) This Scallorn point exhibits a hinge fracture on the blade
which resulted in loss of the tip. The artifact is manufactured of non heat treated Florence A
chert, is 22.5 mm long and weighs 1.3 gm. The broken blade is 16.4 mm in length, 3.2 mm
in thickness and varies from 14.9 to 7 mm in width. The 6.1 mm long stem in 6.5 mm in
width, 3.2 mm in thickness and has a straight base 10 mm wide.

Figure 7. Stone arrow points recovered from 34GT47.
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Dart Points (N=2) Two artifacts classifiable as dart points were recovered. One is made of
non heat-treated Florence A chert and one is made of Ogallala quartzite.
Test Unit D, Fill Unit 4 (Figure 8b) A contracting stem biface recovered from the lower fill
of the cylindrical pit feature conforms with descriptions of Gary type points (Bell 1958:28;
Suhm and Jelks 1962:197). The point exhibits transverse snap break resulting in loss of the
tip. The point is made of non heat treated Florence A chert and is 45.9 mm in length and
weighs 9.6 gm. The 30.8 mm long blade has been heavily reworked resulting in a slight
twist or bevel. The reworking of the blade has resulted in two protrusions or “ears” at the
base of the blade. The blade has a maximum thickness of 8 mm and is 25.5 mm wide at the
“ears”, 19.8 mm wide just above the protrusions and 11.2 mm wide at the break.
The
contracting stem is 15.1 mm long, 18-15 mm wide and varies from 7.1-3.2 mm in thickness.
The base is convex and 13 mm wide
Test Unit F, Level 3 (Figure 8a) This biface exhibits a blade and stem for hafting, but does
not conform to previously defined types. However, the artifact possesses attributes typical of
projectile points. The lateral edges of the blade are convex and the stem is straight. The
38.2 mm long, 6 gm biface is manufactured of Ogallala Quartzite. The presence of some
cortex on one face indicates the biface was made from a primary or secondary decortication
flake. The opposite face exhibits a “stack” that could not be removed. Flake scars indicate
that several attempts were made to remove the “stack”. The blade is 29 mm in length and 19
mm at its’ widest point. The blade is 6.5-6.9 mm in thickness except at the “stack” where it
is 9 mm in thickness. The 9.2 mm long stem is 5.5 mm thick and 9mm in width. The
somewhat irregular base is 8.3 mm wide.

Figure 8. Dart Points recovered from 34GT47.
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Biface Fragments (N=16)
These 16 artifacts are fragments of bifaces. Most are from finished tools, however, at least
two appear to be the result of manufacturing failures. A total of eight (50%) of the
fragments are of Florence A chert, all but one being heat treated. Three (18.7%) fragments,
including the manufacturing failures are from bifaces made of Ogallala quartzite. The
remaining five fragments are from Foraker chert, Frisco chert, Boone chert, petrified wood
and unidentified chert.
A representative sample is presented in Figure 9. Detailed
descriptions are provided below (Table 1).

Figure 9. Selected biface fragments from 34GT47.
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Test
Unit

Level

Material

Length
(mm)
31.9

Width
(mm)
19-20.1

Thickness
(mm)
8

35

14.5

8

23

18.5

2

Florence A chert

16.2

10-12.1

4

Florence A chert,
heat treated

17.5

20

4.5-5

26.2

28

7

Petrified Wood

Ogallala
quartzite
Unidentified
chert

Surface

Level 2

Level 3

Florence A chert,
heat treated

21

25.5

4.9

west wall
D Level 4

Boone chert
Florence A chert,
heat treated

14.5
16

19
21.8

6.2
6.2

Fill Unit 1

Foraker chert

12.5

11-12.7

5.4

Fill Unit 2

Frisco chert

15.2

15.5

4.1

Fill Unit 4
Level 1

Florence A chert
Ogallala
quartzite

12
34.1

14.9
13-22

4.2
10

Level 1

Florence A chert,
heat treated
Florence A chert,
heat treated

7

16

6.5

18

13.5

7

14

7-13

5

B

C

D

F

L

Level 1

Level 3

Florence A chert

Notes
Two transverse breaks,
one lateral edge
resharpened
Portion of lateral edge
Thin, well flaked
convergent tip with
transverse hinge
fracture (Fig.9b)
Likely point
fragment(Fig.9c)
Hinge fracture.
Unifacial use on one
edge (Fig.9f)
Transverse bend
fracture. Stack on one
side
Blade section with
transverse hinge
fractures. Some
secondary flaking
along mid section
break indicating
possible post breakage
use (Fig.9a).
Small edge fragment
Stem and base of
hafted biface. Blade
loss by hinge fracture.
Base concave, edges
exhibit haft wear,
possible post breakage
use along edge of
fracture (Fig.9g).
Breaks on each end.
Possible stem.
Possibly heat treated.
Bend break on one end
(Fig.9e).
Edge fragment.
Breaks at each end.
Stacks on both sides.
Likely preform
Small edge fragment
Small fragment with
bifacial flaking on one
edge. One end flaked
very similar to that of
an endscaper.
Possible drill fragment
(Fig.9d).

Table 1. Attributes of recovered non diagnostic bifaces from 34GT47.
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Unifaces (n=4)
A total of four unifacial tools were recovered by the investigation. These tools exhibit
modification by flaking on one face of a flake to obtain a working edge or tool of a desired
form. Three of the four unifaces exhibit attributes consistent with endscrapers. Two of the
four tools are made of heat treated Florence A chert, one of Boone chert and the other of
unidentified chert. Detailed descriptions are provided below.
A total of two endscapers were recovered from the surface (Figure 10a and c) The first tool
is made of unidentified chert and evidences extensive resharpening with all edges worked to
steep angles (Figure 10c). The distal or working end of the tool displays rounding and polish
suggestive of use. The unbroken tool is 19 mm long, 12.5 mm in maximum width, 7.5 mm
thick and weighs 2.6 gm. The other endscraper found on the surface is made of heat treated
Florence A chert (Figure 10a). Overall, the tool is worn and polished. The distal working
edge evidence resharpening and show use through small step fractures with some polish.
The broken tool is 31.5 mm in length, 21.5 mm in maximum width, 7.6 mm in thickness and
weighs 6 gm.

Figure 10. Unifacial stone tools from 34GT47.
An endscraper of unidentified chert (Boone like) was recovered from Level 1 of Test Unit G
(Figure 10b). The tool has been heavily resharpened on its working edge. Use wear is
present in the form of small step fractures. Very little rounding or polish is present. The
ridge on the dorsal face is well rounded, likely from hafting. The ventral face exhibits some
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pot lid fractures from heat exposure. The tool is 21.5 mm in length, 21.2 mm wide, 8.6 mm
thick and weighs 4.5 gm.
The final tool in this category was recovered from Test Unit L, Level 1 (Figure 10d). The
tool does not display attributes typical of endscrapers, and is likely a fragment. However, the
distal end of a flake was modified by flaking to create the main working edge. A secondary
working edge is evident along one lateral edge of the tool. However, this edge was not
modified before use. The tool is made of heat treated Florence A chert. It is 32.5 mm in
length, 14.8 mm wide, 5.8 mm in thickness and weighs 3.3 gm.
Utilized Flakes (N=19)
These tools are flakes that exhibit use on one or more edges. Unlike the unifaces described
above, these tools were not deliberately shaped by secondary flaking prior to use (Figure 11).
Some exhibit minor modification flaking along an edge, however, the modification is only
minor. Usewear is evidenced by small step fractures, rounding and polish along one or more
edges. Attributes for these tools are presented in Table 2 below.
Florence A chert accounts for 73.7% (n=14) of the lithic material of the utilized/modified
flakes. Most (78.9%) of the tools are tertiary flakes.

Figure 11. Select utilized flake tools from 34GT47.
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Test
Unit

Level

Weight
(gms)
4.2
3.1
14.4
6.5

Tertiary

20.2

35

8

5

Tertiary

15

21.2

7.2

2.2

Level 3

Florence A chert,
heat treated
Florence A chert,
heat treated
Florence A chert,
heat treated
Florence A chert,
heat treated
Florence A chert,
heat treated
Alibates agatized
dolomite

Tertiary

14

12

4

0.5

Tertiary

21.5

11

3

1

Tertiary

19.8

18.8

4

1.5

Tertiary

25

11

3

6

Tertiary

23.3

18.5

4.8

2.9

Core

21

16.5

10

3.6

Florence A chert,
heat treated
Florence A chert,
heat treated
Florence A chert,
heat treated
Florence A chert
Florence A chert,
heat treated
Florence A chert,
heat treated
Florence A chert

Tertiary

17.8

15

5

15

Tertiary

20.9

23.1

3.8

2.5

Secondar
y
Tertiary
Tertiary

32

21

8.5

7.2

13.5
14.8

23
18

4.5
4

1.7
1.5

Tertiary

24

18.5

6.1

3

Tertiary

17

14

23

0.9

Fill Unit
2
Fill Unit
2
Fill Unit
2

Fill Unit
4
Level 1

F

Thicknes
s (mm)
7
5.5
12.3
7.2

Florence A chert

Level 3

E

Width
(mm)
19.1
19.5
26.5
25

Level 4

Level 3

D

Length
(mm)
27.2
24.5
36
29

Level 4

Level 4

C

Flake
Type
Tertiary
Tertiary
Primary
Biface

Ogallala quartzite
Ogallala quartzite
Ogallala quartzite
Florence A chert,
heat treated
Boone chert

Surfac
e

B

Material

Level 1
Level 1
Level 5
Level 1

L
Level 1

Notes

Figure
11c
Figure
11a
Figure
11b

Figure
11g
Bipolar
core
fragment
, one
edge
rounded
and
polished

Figure
11e
Figure
11d

Figure
11f

Table 2. Attributes of recovered utilized flakes.
Lithic Debitage
Of the 635 pieces of lithic debitage recovered, 614 are classed as flakes, the remaining 21
being blocky debris or shatter (Table 3). The flake descriptions include two categories which
represent early stages of lithic reduction by the presence of cortex Primary and Secondary.
Cortex may be indicative of the geologic source, or of gravels. Primary; flakes which exhibit
cortex over 80% or more on their dorsal face; Secondary; flakes with less than 80% cortex on
their dorsal face. The determination of the amount of cortex was considered without regards
to whether the flakes were complete or broken. Later stages of tool production and
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maintenance are reflected in Tertiary and Biface flakes. Biface flakes are those which
exhibit acutely angled, lipped platforms and or dorsal flakes scar typical of bifacial tools.
Tertiary flakes exhibit no cortex, and includes all flakes with relatively flat, steeply angled
platforms and includes broken flakes with no platforms. Blocky debris and shatter are
pieces of lithic debitage which exhibit no flake attributes such as platforms and are a
byproduct of the lithic manufacturing process. Evidence for heat treatment was also noted if
present.
Primary (n=41) and secondary (n=75) decortication flakes represent 6.6% and 12.2% of the
assemblage respectively, and accounting for 18.8% of the flakes. Ogallala quartzite accounts
for most (70%) of the primary flakes. Of the remainder, 17% are unidentified chert, 7.3%
quartz, 2.4% petrified wood, and 4.8% Florence A chert. With the exception of Florence A
chert, sources of which occur 70 km east of the site, most of this material was likely obtained
from relatively local stream and terrace gravel deposits. The author has observed deposits
containing Ogallala derived gravels on stream terraces near the Salt Plains Reservoir 53 km
west of 34GT47. Similar gravel deposits containing small, fist sized cobbles occur along
streams terraces along the Salt Fork of the Arkansas River 17 km south of the site (Drass
2001:4). Much of the cortex observed on the Ogallala quartzite flakes from 34GT47
exhibits a very lustrous, eroded cortical surface. Cobbles of Ogallala quartzite observed by
the author near the Salt Plains Reservoir, exhibit a similar cortex, likely the result of
exposure to salt laden water as well as windblown sand and salts.
Ogallala quartzite
accounts for 45.3% of the secondary flakes with Florence A chert comprising 21% and
unidentified chert 20%. Petrified wood makes up 5.3% with Frisco chert and quartz each
making up 2.6% of the secondary flakes.
Tertiary flakes account for 69.1% of the flake assemblage (n=424). This category also
contains more diverse raw material types than the other flake categories. Florence A chert
makes up 59% of the tertiary flakes and Ogallala quartzite comprises 25.7%. Unidentified
chert accounts for 10.8%. Several other materials occur as minor component of the
assemblage including petrified wood (1.7%), Boone chert (1%), Alibates agatized dolomite
(0.7%), quartz (0.7%), Day Creek chert (0.2%) and obsidian (0.2%). A total of 93.4% of the
Florence A chert tertiary flakes derive from heat treated material.
Flakes removed from bifaces account for 12% of the assemblage (n=74). A total of 69% of
the biface flakes are Florence A chert, 13.5% Ogallala quartzite, and 9.5% unidentified chert.
Other materials comprising this category are Boone chert (4%), Foraker chert (1%) and
quartz (1%). Blocky debris and shatter (n=21), comprise only a minor component of the
lithic debris recovered from 34GT47. Ogallala quartzite comprise 45% of the blocky debris
and shatter and Florence A chert 25%, unidentified chert comprise 15%, quartz 10% and
Alibates agatized dolomite 5%.
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Test Unit

A
(1 x 0.5m)

B

C

D

E
(1x0.5m)

F

G

H
(1x0.5m)

K

L
(1x0.5m)

Level
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Level 6
Subtotal
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Level 6
Subtotal
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Subtotal
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Fill Unit 1
Fill Unit 2
Fill Unit 3
Fill Unit 4
Subtotal
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Subtotal
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Subtotal
Level 1
Level 2
Subtotal
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Subtotal
Level 1
Level 2
Level
3(miss?)
Subtotal
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Subtotal
Total

Primary
2
1
1
4
1
2
1
4
1
1
4
5
2
1
4
16
1
1
2
1
3
6
2
1
3
1
1
1
3
2
-

Secondary
3
2
1
1
7
2
4
2
8
2
1
3
3
7
1
1
2
5
3
3
25
0
2
2
2
3
1
10
1
1
2
3
2
1
6
1
5
-

Tertiary
11
3
9
4
2
1
30
5
18
12
13
1
49
3
3
7
13
11
36
16
14
17
33
5
20
152
4
2
6
17
26
8
30
1
82
14
6
20
13
2
7
22
14
16
-

Biface flake
5
2
7
2
2
3
7
2
2
1
5
3
4
1
3
6
3
20
0
4
5
1
4
14
4
1
5
2
1
3
3
5
-

Blocky debris/shatter
1
2
1
4
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
3
0
1
2
9
1
2
3
3
3
-

Total
22
8
10
7
3
2
52
8
26
16
20
1
0
71
8
7
8
23
0
14
51
26
18
23
49
8
27
216
5
0
2
0
7
26
36
11
40
2
115
22
11
33
22
5
10
37
18
28
0

2
1
1
41

6
3
4
1
8
75

30
1
16
3
20
424

8
3
1
1
5
74

0
1
1
21

46
8
22
5
35
635

Table 3. 34GT47 recovered lithic debris by debitage type.
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Obsidian Flake
The one obsidian flake from this investigation was recovered from Test Unit A Level 4. The
flake weighs 0.7 gm and is 8 mm long, 15 mm in width and varies from 3-3.5mm in
thickness. The flake is complete and exhibits attributes of an outré posse flake with the distal
end exhibiting a portion of the face opposite the striking platform. This indicates that the
parent material, or the portion of the parent material from which the flake was removed was
only 8 mm in length along the axis of the flake removal. Much of the dorsal face of the flake
is occupied by the remnant of a single flake scar from a flake removed perpendicular to the
axis of this flake. The platform, one lateral edge and the distal end exhibit numerous small
flake scars and a somewhat battered appearance along the edges. The distal end is the
thickest part of the flake and indicates the face opposite the platform was roughly a flat plane
parallel to the face from which the flake was struck. Possible use is indicated along the
ventral face of the distal edge. However, the evidence in the way of small flake scars is
minimal.

Figure 12. Obsidian artifact recovered from 34GT47: (left) Dorsal face of obsidian
flake from 34GT47; (right) view of distal termination edge of obsidian flake from
34GT47.
The flake was subjected to x-ray fluorescence spectrometry analysis to determine the source
of obsidian. The analysis resulted in the elemental concentrations provided below which
indicate the flake is derived from material sourced to Obsidian Cliff Wyoming (Shackley
2013, 2005).
Ti

Mn

Fe

Zn

Rb

Sr

Y

Zr

Nb

Ba

Pb

Th

651

214

10558

135

243

8

77

173

40

10

32

34

All measurements in part per million.
Ceramics
A total of 19 pottery sherds were recovered by the excavations. Most (n=10) were recovered
from Test Unit D. No rim or base sherds were recovered.
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Surface Treatment: Most of the sherds exhibit cordmarking (N=10) or smoothed over
cordmarking (N=6) on the exterior surface. Of the remaining three, one has an eroded
exterior surface and the other two exhibit a smoother exterior surface. However, it should be
noted these three smaller sherds may not be representative of the entire surface of the vessel.
The cordmarking pattern is variable with some exhibiting closely spaced cord wrappings and
others not (Figure 13).
The exterior surface colors range from dark gray, to brown and reddish brown, while the
interior surfaces range from black and dark gray to dark reddish brown. The interiors are
roughly smoothed. Several interior surfaces exhibit brush marks and two exhibit smoothed
over cordmarking. The interior surface colors are black, dark reddish brown and reddish
brown.
Temper Sand is present as temper in all the recovered sherds (N=19), but is the only temper
in four of the sherds. All others have varying amounts of crushed rock. Crushed quartzite
(likely Ogallala) was observable in some temper while some rock is much softer and easily
crumbles. and could potentially be deteriorated limestone or a gypsum based material.
Thickness All the sherds appear to be body sherds. The range of thickness’s is 6.8 mm-13.2
mm with 52% (n=10) exhibit a thickness of 7-7.5 mm and 84.2% (n=16) falling between 6.88 mm in thickness.
The ceramic artifacts collected from 34GT47 are presented in Table 4. Interior and exterior
surface treatments are variable in color and texture and presented with the predominant
temper material listed first. All dimensions are presented in mm.

Figure 13. Examples of cordmarked ceramics from 34GT47. Scale slightly variable
with each sherd.
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29

Fill
Unit 4
Fill
Unit 4
Fill
Unit 4
Fill
Unit 4

29

16

25

7.5

10

12.5

19.5

8

18.5

21.5

19.5

32

31.5

33.5

30.5

43.5

52.5

15

39

Fill
Unit 2
Fill
Unit 2
Fill
Unit 2
Fill
Unit 4

20

22

22.5

4

15

19

21.5

3

19.5

49.1

35

17

12.5

9

Width

22

23

4

39

3

62

12

3

3

24

14

1

2

Length

Level

7

8

6.9

7.5

7.5

8

9

7.5

8.5

7.8

13.2

7

7

8

7

7

8

7

7.5

Thickness

Crushed
Rock/Sand

Crushed Rock

Sand/Crushed
Rock
Sand/Crushed
Rock
Sand/Crushed
Rock
Sand/Crushed
Rock
Sand/Possibly
burned bone

Sand/Crushed
Rock

Sand

Sand

Crushed
Rock/Sand
Sand/Crushed
Rock
Crushed
Rock/Sand
Sand

Crushed
Rock/Sand
Sand/
Crushed Rock
Crushed
Rock/Sand
Sand/Crushed
Rock

Sand

Temper

Roughly Smoothed
Reddish Brown 5YR5/4
Roughly Smoothed
Reddish Brown 5YR5/4
Smoothed Dark Reddish
Brown 5YR3/2
Smoothed Light Brown
7.5YR6/3
Smoothed Over
Cordmarked Dark Reddish
Brown 5YR3/2
Roughly Smoothed Dark
Gray 5YR3/1
Smoothed Reddish Brown
5YR4/3

Rough smoothed Very
Dark reddish brown
5YR3/2
Smoothed
Reddish Brown5YR4/4
Roughly Smoothed
Black 5YR2.5/1
Smoothed Black
5YR2.5/1
Roughly Smoothed Light
Brown 7.5YR6/3
Roughly Smoothed Dark
Reddish Gray 5YR4/2
Roughly Smoothed Black
7.5YR2.5/1
Smoothed
Black 5YR2.5/1

Interior Surface
Treatment
Smoothed Black
5YR2.5/1
Smooth
Black 5YR2.5/1
Smoothed
Dark Gray 5YR3/1
Very Dark Gray 5YR3/1

Table 4. Attributes of Recovered Ceramics at 34GT47.

G
(n=1)

E
(n=2)

D
(n=10)

B
(n=4)

A
(n=2)

Test
Unit

Smoothed Dark Gray Brown 10YR4/2

Cordmarked Gray 10YR4/1

Smoothed Over Cordmarked Dark Gray
Brown 10YR4/2

Cordmarked Very Dark Gray 5YR3/1

Cordmarked Very Dark Gray 5YR3/1

Cordmarked Very Dark Gray 5YR3/1

Cordmarked Very Dark Gray 5YR3/1

Cordmarked Dark Reddish Brown 5YR3/2

Cordmarked Brown 7.5YR4/3

Cordmarked Pinkish Gray 7.5YR6/2

Smoothed Over Cordmarked
Yellowish Red 5YR5/6
Eroded
Yellowish Red 5YR5/6
Cordmarked Brown 7.5YR4/2

Cordmarked Brown 7.5YR4/3

Smoothed
Black 5YR2.5/1
Smoothed over Cordmarked
Reddish Yellow 5YR6/6
Smoothed over Cordmarked
Reddish Brown 5YR4/3
Smoothed over Cordmarked
Dark Reddish Brown 5YR2.5/2
Smoothed over Cordmarked
Very Dark Gray 5YR3/1

Exterior Surface Treatment

Well defined cordmarks,
Fig. 13d
Small sherd limits surface
description

Small Sherd

Refits with sherd
described below
Refits with sherd
described above
Small sherd

Fig. 13a

Deep, distinct Cordmarks,
Fig. 13e

Exterior surface eroded
away
Thick sherd, Fig. 13c

Crushed Rock Temper
very Soft

Some brush marks on
Interior
Brush marks on interior,
Fig. 13b

Rock Temper very soft

Small sherd, difficult to
distinguish treatment
Very soft rock temper

Notes

Daub
A total of 881 pieces of daub were recovered weighing a total of 2,732.2 gm (Table 5).
These items are pieces of hardened clay, some of which have possible stick impressions, but
most do not (Figure 12). The daub is tempered with sand and some exhibit evidence
darkening likely by burning. All the test units produced daub with a cumulative weight of
1,687.5 gm (Table 5) Most (n=510) was recovered from Test Unit D. The daub from Test
Unit D accounts for 62.9% of the total number and 61.8% of the total weight of recovered
daub. Test units B and F, which are immediately adjacent to the east and west of Test Unit D
produced 10% (n=4.7%) and 12% (n=11%) respectively of the total weight of recovered
daub and 4.7% and 11% of total number of pieces (Table). The three contiguous Test
Units, B, D and F account for 83.8% of the daub by weight and 79% by number. Test Units
K and L, the western most units, produced 9.3% of the daub by weight, while the two units
(Test Units C and E) between K and L produced less. Other than a concentration in the
lower levels of feature fill in Test Unit D, no particular pattern as far distribution by depth is
evident.

Figure 14. Typical examples of daub/baked clay recovered from 34GT47.
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Test Unit
A (1x0.5)

B

C

D

E (1x0.5)

F

G (1x0.5)

H (1x0.5)
K

L

Level
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Level 6
Subtotal
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Subtotal
Level 1
Level 3
Sub Total
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Fill Unit 1
Fill Unit 2
Fill Unit 3
Fill Unit 4
Sub Total
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Sub Total
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Sub Total
Level 1
Level 2
Sub Total
Level 1
Sub Total
Level 1
Level 2
Sub Total
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Sub Total
Total

Daub Number
6
7
2
2
1
1
19
1
10
4
20
3
38
5
8
13
6
9
25
117
24
193
105
31
510
3
1
3
7
12
22
15
36
7
92
4
2
6
14
14
15
17
32
17
57
6
80
811

Table 5. Daub recovered from 34GT47.
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Daub Weight (gm)
7.2
23.3
4.6
5.7
1.7
2.8
45.3
6.0
60.0
25.5
125.4
57.5
274.4
70.0
13.6
83.6
33.0
7.0
123.5
103.5
139.0
708.0
480.0
93.5
1,687.5
6.3
7.8
11.1
25.2
72.7
111.0
29.5
83.6
32.0
328.8
7.3
2.0
9.3
25.0
25.0
64.0
40.0
104.0
25.5
92.8
30.8
149.1
2,732.2

Heat Fractured Rock
Most all the rock in this category is comprised of fractured Ogallala quartzite and quartz
cobbles. The fractures are irregular and the rock exhibits no evidence of being part of a lithic
reduction process. Many pieces evidence reddening and/or darkening indicative of exposure
to heat. While pieces of sandstone were also recovered from all units as well, none exhibit
evidence of heat exposure. The sandstone is consistent with, and likely derives from the
underlying bedrock of the terrace composed of deteriorating Permian sandstone.
Test Unit
A (1x0.5)

B

C
D

E (1x0.5)

F

G (1x0.5)

H (1x0.5)

K

L

Level
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Level 6
Subtotal
Level 1
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Subtotal
Level 1
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Fill Unit 1
Fill Unit 2
Fill Unit 3
Fill Unit 4
Sub Total
Level 1
Level 2
Sub Total
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Sub Total
Level 1
Level 2
Sub Total
Level 1
Level 2
Sub Total
Level 1
Level 2
Sub Total
Level 3
Total

Fractured Rock
Number
3
2
8
4
3
1
21
2
1
2
1
6
3
11
5
7
7
22
11
6
69
2
1
3
2
7
15
12
36
5
7
12
4
4
8
1
6
7
1
166

Table 6. Heat fractured rock recovered from 34GT47.
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Fractured Rock
Weight (gms)
6.5
8.8
59.2
90.5
124.0
225.0
514.0
114.0
7.0
15.7
42.4
179.1
30.1
128.2
102.8
191.0
61.1
353.4
164.4
203.0
1203.9
9.5
15.9
25.4
114.0
133.6
46.0
229
522.6
90.9
160.5
251.4
28.0
60.0
88.0
17.0
51.0
68.0
11.8
2,894.3

Faunal Material
A total 929 pieces of animal bone was recovered by the testing of 34GT47. The vast
majority of the bone consists of unidentifiable fragments of mammal bones. Many evidence
some degree of burning. While no detailed analysis was undertaken, approximately 20% of
the recovered number consists of turtle carapace and plastron fragments. Bison is
represented by a portion of a femur and a phalange. Deer is represented by portions of a
radius, a vertebra, a rib, two phalanges and a scapula. With the exception of the fragment of
deer scapula, recovered from Test Unit H, Level 2, all the bison and deer remains derive
from Test Unit D. The bison femur fragment was found in Level 4, a deer radius and
vertebra from Fill Unit 1 and the bison phalange and two deer phalange derive from Fill Unit
2 and the fragment of deer rib from Fill Unit 4.
The remains of small mammals and bird were also noted in the assemblage. Mussel shell
was prevalent over much of the excavated area, however, none was recovered from Test
Units C, E, and H. A total of 1,313 pieces weighing 385.8 gm was recovered. Test Unit D
produced 646 (49%) of the total number and 157.9 gm ( 41%) of the total weight. Test Unit
B produced 372 (28.3%) of the total number and accounted for 127.8 gm (33.1%) of the total
weight.
34GT47 Radiocarbon dates
Three samples of wood charcoal, all derived from Test Unit D were subject of AMS
radiometric dating, The upper most sample, obtained from Level 3 (20-30 cmbgs) produced
a conventional radiocarbon age date of 1010 +/- 30 years BP (Beta 325542). The 2 sigma
calibration results are 960-910 BP and 840-830 BP (AD 990-1040 and AD 1110-1120)
(Heaton et. al. 2009; Stuiver et. al. 1993). The middle sample obtained 79 cmbgs produced a
conventional radiocarbon age of 1110+/- 30 years BP (Beta 325541). The 2 sigma calibrated
results are 1060-960 BP (AD 880-990) (Heaton et. al. 2009; Stuiver et. al. 1993).
The
lower sample from 147 cmbgs ,near the base of the cylindrical feature produced a
conventional radiocarbon age of 1150 +/- 30 years BP (Beta 325540).
The 2 sigma
calibration results are AD 1120-1110 BP and 1080-960 BP (AD 830-840 and 870-990)
(Heaton et. al. 2009; Stuiver et. al. 1993).
The radiometric dates provide for the following possible interpretations. The cultural
material was deposited over an approximately 100-150 year time frame around 1010-1130
+/- 30 years BP. Another, more likely interpretation considering the overlap of the calibrated
dates, could indicate the cultural fill occurred over a short time frame around AD 990.
Another scenario could also indicate that the cylindrical pit feature excavated into bedrock
was subject to initial fill some 100 years prior to fill in the upper portion of Test Unit D.
With the indications of a possible pit overlying the bedrock cylindrical pit, this latter
possibility could be plausible as well. The sequence suggested by the radiocarbon dates
could indicate the lower fill likely occurring prior to AD 990, the middle date suggestive of
AD 990 and the upper most date indicating the upper deposits occur of after AD 990.
Regardless of the possible interpretations, the radiometric dates place the deposits tested at
34GT47 near the transition from Plains Woodland adaptations to early Plains Village
adaptations and indicate the deposit is intact.
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Summary Discussion
Based upon the findings of the 34GT47 investigations, it appears that the small sliver of the
site area that occurs in the existing SH-11 R/W contains intact prehistoric cultural deposits.
The Phase II investigations appear to confirm the extent of the dark organically enriched soil
as indicated in the initial investigations (O'Shea 2011). The Phase II investigation provides
further information confirming the prehistoric cultural deposits within this soil are for the
most part intact. At least one cylindrical pit feature is present with the potential for another
adjacent cylindrical feature, both excavated into sandstone.
Another larger feature, or
multiple smaller features may overly these features, however, being confined to the existing
R/W, the limits of this investigation could not exactly define the nature of the overlying
feature(s).
This cylindrical feature is unusual in that a roughly cylindrical shaped pit was excavated into
sandstone bedrock. While the exact nature of the overlying cultural deposits is unclear, they
do appear to be intact and associated with the pit feature.
The small circular
stains/anomalies encountered in some test units adjacent to this feature(s) could potentially
be post molds indicating a possible structure associated with the feature(s), however, could
not be confirmed by this investigation. The recovery of daub/burned clay is another
indication of a potential structure associated with the feature. While the burned clay lacked
distinct stick impressions indicative of wattle construction, this could be due to erosion of the
fragments over time. The testing further revealed the dark, organically enriched soil
containing cultural artifacts, faunal remains, and charcoal extends for an unknown distance
north of and outside the SH-11 R/W. This area was not subject to investigation as it occurs
outside the project APE and the testing regimen conducted within the R/W was sufficient to
determine the site contains archeological deposits that are NRHP eligible under Criteria D.
While the investigation involved only a small portion of the site, and a potentially biased
sample of the site, the recovered materials, pit feature and radiocarbon dating indicate the site
is associated with early Plains Village traditions and/or Late Plains Woodland adaptations
and may represent a transitional phase between the two. The recovered artifact assemblage
lacks the side-notched arrow points and smooth surfaced pottery of later Plains Village
occupations (Drass 1995). All the recovered arrow points are corner-notched Scallorn type
points and comprise 71.4% of the recovered projectile point assemblage.
In addition, a
contracting stem dart point was recovered near the base of the cylindrical pit feature. The
recovered pottery from 34GT47 is all cordmarked or smoothed over cordmarked. These
artifact types are common during the Woodland period (Drass 1995; Vehik 1984) and are
often mixed with side notched arrow points and smooth surfaced pottery on early Plains
Village sites (Drass 1995). It is also of interest to note that much of the pottery recovered
from early Woodland sites in the region contain an abundance of smooth surfaced pottery
(Hartley 1974; Vehik 1984). With the occupation of 34GT47 radiocarbon dated to around
990 AD, it would appear the site contains informative archeological deposits that pertain to
early Plains Village occupations with tool assemblages transitional from late Woodland. The
occurrence of a pit feature, excavated into bedrock, and possibly associated with a structure
indicates that some degree of permanent settlement was in practice by the site’s occupants.
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Stone tools
The stone tool assemblage contains five arrow points (complete and fragmentary) and two
dart points reflective of hunting activities. The arrow points are of the Scallorn type
commonly found in Woodland and early Late Prehistoric sites. The assemblage of four
unifacial tools includes three typical endscrapers potentially indicative of the processing soft
material such as hides. The tool assemblage includes 16 fragments of bifacial tools, some of
which are likely representative of projectile points or hafted knives. At least two may be
bifaces broken during manufacture, but most appear to be portions of finished tools. In
addition at least 20 flakes exhibit evidence of modification through use.
The preferred tool stone appears to be Florence A chert with 71% (n=5) of the diagnostic
tools, 50% (n=2) of the unifacial tools, 50% (n=8) of the biface fragments and 70% (n=14) of
the flake tools being of this material. In total, 61.7% (n=29) of the 47 total tools are Florence
A chert with 76% being of heat treated material. The second most prevalent lithic material is
Ogallala quartzite 12.8% (n=6) followed by unidentified chert, 6.4% (n=3) and Boone chert
6.4% (n=3).
Lithic debitage
Just over half of the lithic flake debitage is comprised of Florence A chert (52.1%), sources
of which are located 70 km east of 34GT47. Much of the remaining flake debitage is
comprised of more locally available Ogallala quartzite (29.8%). Unidentified chert accounts
for 12.4% and petrified wood 2%, and quartz 1.4%. These later materials were likely
obtained from Ogallala derived gravel deposits as well. Approximately 2.4% of the flake
assemblage derives from more distant sources including Boone chert, Alibates agatized
dolomite, Frisco chert, Day Creek chert and obsidian.
Of the total number flakes of Florence A chert recovered, only 12 (5.6%) represent early
stages of lithic tool reduction (primary and secondary flakes), the remaining 311 (94.4%)
represent later stages (tertiary and biface flakes) the vast majority (n=254/78.6%) being
tertiary (Figure 13). In addition, most all of the Florence A chert exhibits reddish tints and
luster indicative of heat treatment. Only five pieces of Florence A blocky debris/shatter was
indentified in the sample. This evidence suggests that Florence A chert was possibly initially
reduced and heat treated elsewhere. In other words, Florence A chert appears to be arriving
at the site in a ready to use form such as finished tools, flake blanks and cores for producing
flake blanks for tool production. Considering the limited portion of the site sampled, it is
possible that initial reduction and heat treatment of Florence A chert was occurring elsewhere
on the site. However, the recovered assemblage does contain evidence for onsite reduction
of Ogallala quartzite, the second most represented lithic material in the sample. This material
appears to have been brought to the site in a raw form with 33.6% of the Ogallala flakes
being Primary and Secondary flakes (N=28 & 34 respectively). A similar pattern is
evidenced with unidentified chert. A total of 28,6% of the unidentified chert flakes are
primary and secondary (N=7 & 15 respectively). In addition, two broken Ogallala quartzite
bifaces exhibit attributes suggestive of manufacture failures (stacking and bend breaks). The
evidence indicates that early stage tool manufacturing with lithic materials locally obtained
from gravel deposits was occurring on the site.
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Figure 15. Representative sample of flakes from an excavated level at 34GT47 (Test
Unit F Level 2).
Overall, the sample recovered by this investigation indicates that Florence A chert was the
preferred tool stone of the site’s inhabitants. This material appears to be initially reduced and
likely heat-treated prior to arriving at the site. The fact that this tool stone did not supply all
needs is witnessed by the use of locally available gravels containing Ogallala quartzite,
unidentified chert and petrified wood. Whether Florence A chert was obtained by trade or
direct acquisition cannot be determined, however, the presence of some exotic materials such
as Boone chert sources of which occur 250 km east of the site, Frisco chert, sources of which
are 260 km southeast of the site and obsidian from Obsidian Cliff Wyoming over 1400 km
northeast of the site indicate potential trade connections. The attributes of the obsidian flake,
including its small size and heavily battered appearance of the ridges on the flake indicate a
highly curated item. The flake does not appear to have been struck from the working edge of
a tool, nor does it appear to be a tool production related flake. It could represent a flake
struck to rejuvenate a platform, however, it would be on a very small parent piece. The
presence of this artifact on 34GT47 within a dateable context provides evidence regarding
long distance trade. Obsidian from Obsidian Cliff as well as Malad Idaho on Late Archaic
and Woodland aged sites is known to have served as both tool stone as well as items such as
pendants (Bement and Brosowske 2001:109-112). The occurrence of obsidian from the
Obsidian Cliff area as well as Malad Idaho on Woodland period sites east, west and south of
34GT47 provides opportunities for 34GT47 to further studies on the occurrence and potential
significance of obsidian on Woodland aged sites in Oklahoma (Bastian 1969:19; Bement and
Brosowske 2001:109-112; Bartlett 1999:36; Hartley 1974).
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The majority of lithic debitage recovered is comprised of later stage tertiary flakes and flakes
removed from bifaces accounting for 69.1% and 12% respectively (81.1% total). Most of
the late stage flakes are Florence A chert (59% and 69.%) respectively.
Ceramics
The recovered pottery sherds are all cordmarked or smoothed over cordmarked. There is
variability in the spacing of the cordmarked patterns. Temper is consistent in having sand
and crushed rock is common as well. The recovered sherds do not contain rims or basses and
do not provide much information regarding vessel shape. Cordmarked sherds with ad and
crushed rock temper are common on 34GT3, a site located south of 34GT47 on Polecat
Cnreek south comprised 83% of the sherd assemblage (Drass 2001:92). In contrast, the
Woodland aged Von Elm site, east of 34GT47 produced predominately smoothed surfaced
sand tempered sherds (Hartley 1974:101-102).
Daub/Burned clay
While stick impressions were not readily visible in most of the recovered daub/baked clay,
the material was relatively abundant and suggests a structure of some kind may be associated
with the investigated deposit and feature(s).
Faunal
The recovered faunal assemblage is dominated by unidentifiable bone fragments but includes
elements representative of turtle and small rodents, as well as elements representing medium
and large sized mammals including as deer and bison. Mussel shell was abundant and
indicates utilization of riverine resources.
Recommendations

Conclusions
Little is known regarding prehistoric occupations in this portion of north-central Oklahoma,
and this investigation has established it is likely that 34GT47 holds information regarding
subsistence, stone tool technology, site features and potential trade connections in dateable
deposits that can significantly add to our knowledge base regarding prehistoric occupations
in north central Oklahoma.
In particular, 34GT47 may contain data pertinent to
understanding the transition from Plains Woodland to early Plains Village adaptations.
Therefore, the site is eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criteria D. Preservation
measures have been undertaken on the site within the ODOT R/W and the site will not
impacted by the project.
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